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Abstract:
During the II WW the US, Soviet and British armies built up the Persian Corridor to supply
Moscow against Hitler.
Today Iran can use this corridor to create 2 strategic spin-offs.
Eastward drilling the alliance with Russia and the partnership with India using existing
structures.
This is yet possible.
Westward the spin-off will be The Iran-Med Corridor
To achieve that Iran must fight against Israel and Tehran will not suicide.
Inside this trend is possible to imagine a corridor made by the Countries of the Gulf
Cooperation Council, China, Usa, Turkey, Israel, France, Germany, UK.
A corridor:
- able to contain Iran
- and to give a state to nations without a state
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1 - Time-Space-Emotion, (we are talking about...),:
The Silk Roads are the One Belt One Road Initiative, (OBOR), that we must start to
describe using a different anacronym: OBMR.
OBMR means One Belt Multi-Roads, this world:

"Road 1":
Internal Politics 1:
promoting the Made in Mainland
China export generating political
consensus

"Road 9"
Privatized Warfare
more than 2 millions Expatriate
and billions dollars investment to
protect.
PLUS if those Private Security
Forces, (NSA), are owned by the
state ...

"Road 2":
Internal Politics 2
to strenght the Industrial
National Champions, (NSA), to
balance the private economic
power

"Road 8":
Economy 3 (currency & energy)

"Road 3":

Currency/Cryptocurrency: IF one
day is "politically urgent" to find
some kind of alternative to the
US$.

Regional Politics:

ObMr

Energy: The Shanghai Benchmark
is a ... dramatic failure

to try to balance the aggressive
posture about the maritime
territorial disputes

"Road 7":
Economy 2
(export/international)

"Road 4":
International Politics 1:

The more the state controlled
companies export the more the
political power has an
international influence in a world
where the Economic NSA's are a
leading player

to try to modify the structure of
the International Bodies, (NSA),
creating a parallel "political body"
with the AIIB

"Road 6":

"Road 5":

Economy 1 (internal)

International Politics 2:

to reduce the gap between the
state controlled economy and the
private, (both in national and
foreign hands)

to change the balance of power
inside the "Euro-Asian corner" of
this world order but not to
modify the existing order
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Multi Roads mean 9 Roads and among them also the parallel, (if not alternative),
roads to the Chinese ones.
The Indian Corridor e the Iranian, (former Persian), Corridor and its spin-offs
The Iranian, (former Persian Corridor), Corridor was established by 20.000 US soldiers
during the II WW, (1942), to open a logistic corridor to supply Stalin against Hitler and
Mussolini.

(Source. The US Persian Gulf Command 1945)
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The Indian Corridor that India is creating on its own.

And both could find a link with the partially closed North Distribution Network, (NDN), a
complex network of corridors that Nato runs since 2009 to supply the war in Afghanistan.
Doing so Nato, according to the Russian Foreign Minister, was and is protecting the
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Russian southern flank.

(Source: elaboration by the Author 2019)

I.
II.
III.
IV.

NDN from Latvia to Russia, (closed on 2015 by Moscow)
Kazakhstan - Kyrgyzstan - Tajikistan route
NDN southern route,(now the available alternative to the corridor closed on 2015)
Pakistan corridor

About the Pakistan Corridor grounded by the Nato to support the war in Afghanistan can
be driledl both by the Indian Corridor and the Iranian one:
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(Source: Wikipedia free image 2019)

It is also possible to figure out The Iran-Med Corridor as a "spin-off" of Iranian Corridor
connecting Iran to the Mediterranean.
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 Shiites Vs. Sunnis in a region where the size of the 2 groups is almost equivalent on
demographic terms.
 Turkey Vs. Kurdland ( + France, UK, USA, Israel)
 New Nations: Kurdland, Drusesland, Alawhitesland ...
 Iran Vs. Israel
 Russia & Iran + Syria Vs. Israel
 China is unable to get involved to set the rules because Beijing carefully avoids
that
 The KSA + the UAE + Kuwait + Sunni Iraqis + Some Sunni Syrians + Kurds +
Druses + Israel + UK + France + USA + (a "neutral" but interested on preserving its
investments China) Vs Russia + Iran + Syria
 And Turkey? Ankara is all but ideological. This because President Erdogan is well
aware that the actual status inside Nato worth more than one with Moscow without
the money to repair its carrier used in Syria. The special custom agreement with the
EU is for Ankara astonishing more lucrative than the trading with Russia.
Additionally when in the summer 2018 there was a small "trade war" with
Washington President Putin was silent and with a bankrupted economy was not
able to support Ankara as well as since 2018 are the USA Banks and Investment
Funds not the Russian ones that invest to protect the Italian Government against
the financial speculation an President Erdogan,(out of rhetoric), is well aware where
the real power stands and that does not stand in Moscow.
 And the USA? Indeed here we find one dimension of the USA-Russia confrontation
but the core element is the US Strategic Pivot since 2011. It persists and the USA
are leaving shifting to an approach based more on the containment than on the
direct engagement. In one sentence: this region is not strategic since the USA are
net exporter of energy, (2015)
 Russia? Moscow plays a role that cannot afford to pay. Russia has not the money
and we have seen that either with Turkey and Italy where Moscow cannot invest
one ruble to help. And with the current prices of gas and oil Moscow has to struggle
to fill the promises to its own People. From a military point of view the same
situation. On 30-10-2018 the 50.000 tons floating dock in Murmansk, (Black Sea),
that had to repair the carrier Admiral Kuzneckov sunk. Then the Russian Navy has
neither a carrier and nor the money to repair it. Without a carrier to project power in
Syria is almost impossible. In Syria on the ground according to an important progovernment Russian think tank the Russian Army has not tactical capabilities
without the Iranians and Hezbollah support. Moscow promised to Israel a 80 km
buffer-zone without Iranians and Hezbollah then just a 8 Km buffer-zone but we
have seen the launch of a missile from the Golan Heights then Russia has not
power to keep its word. Additionally the around 6.000 private security forces run by
a Russian private company owned by a Lt. Colonel of the Russian Army are not a
real fighting force, (according to many sources not less than 600 are killed in action
by the US forces). If we add to this that President Putin has just a 33% of consent in
Russia it is easy to understand that Russia is a declining player in the region.
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2- The Background, (it comes from...),:
The background of the present, (the past), is a complex Geostrategic Scenario of
Scenarios.
On Geopolitical terms is made by the dynamic overlapping of 8 Geo-politic Regions/
Economy- worlds.
If we consider the Geoeconomy we have 16 leading protagonists and from a
Geoperception point of view we face at least 10 leading different visions of the same
"objective reality".
Objective reality?
How to figure out in a graphic to make a bit easier to conceptualize the whole picture? The
dots and how they connect inside a Scenario-equation with (at least) 34 dynamic,
interacting and overlapping variables.
This 3D diagram synthesizes that the reality is an uniqueness made by nuances then
each dimension is linked to another one thru an ongoing connection in a structure/relation
becoming infinitely more complicated with each connection made.

(The 34 variables of the equation)
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2.a The Geopolitics on the field, (to control the space to gain time):
The 8 involved Gepolitical Regions / Economy-worlds:
1. N. 19- Indian Subcontinent Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, SriLanka
2. N, 22- North West Asia China, Japan, Mongolia, North Korea, South Korea,
Taiwan R.o.C.
3. N. 28 – Central Western Mediterranean Cyprus, Greece, Malta, Turkey
4. N. 31- Eastern Europa Russia, Ukraine, Moldavia, Bielorussia
5. N. 33- Near East Irak, Israel, Jordan,Lebanon, Palestine, Siria
6. N. 34 – Middle East (Arabic Peninsula) Kingdom of Saudi Arabia / KSA, Kuwait,
Oman, Qatar, United Arab Emirates / UAE, Yemen
7. N. 35-Central Western Asia Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan
8. N. 37-Central Asia Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan

2.b The Geoeconomy on the field, (to control the time to gain space):
In alphabetical order 16 protagonists are involved with a different degree of
engagement and perception of strategic interest:

9- China

10- France
11- Germany
12- India
13- Iran
14- Iraq
15- Israel
16- Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, (KSA)
17- Kuwait
18 - Pakistan
19 - Russia
20 - Syria
21 - Turkey
22 - UAE
23 - UK
24- USA
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3.c The Geoperception on the field, (to control the emotions to both gain time and
space), generate (at least) 10 leading visions of the same "objective" reality
25-Shiites Vs. Sunnis in a region where the size of the 2 groups is almost
equivalent on demographic terms.
26-Turkey Vs. Kurdland ( + France, UK, USA, Israel)
27-New Nations: Kurdland, Drusesland, Alawhitesland ...
28- Iran Vs. Israel
29 - Russia & Iran + Syria Vs. Israel
30 -China unable to get involved to set the rules
31- The KSA + the UAE + Kuwait + Sunni Iraqis + Some Sunni Syrians +
Kurds + Druses + Israel + UK + France + USA + (a "neutral" but interested
on preserving its investments China) Vs Russia + Iran + Syria
32- And Turkey? Ankara is all but ideological. This because President
Erdogan is well aware that the actual status inside Nato worth more than
one with Moscow without the money to repair its carrier used in Syria. The
special custom agreement with the EU is for Ankara astonishing more
lucrative than the trading with Russia. Additionally when in the summer
2018 there was a small "trade war" with Washington President Putin was
silent and with a bankrupted economy was not able to support Ankara as
well as since 2018 are the USA Banks and Investment Funds not the
Russian ones that invest to protect the Italian Government against the
financial speculation an President Erdogan,(out of rhetoric), is well aware
where the real power stands and that does not stand in Moscow.
33- And the USA? Indeed here we find one dimension of the USA-Russia
confrontation but the core element is the US Strategic Pivot since 2011. It
persists and the USA are leaving shifting to an approach based more on the
containment than on the direct engagement. In one sentence: this region is not
strategic since the USA are net exporter of energy, (2015)
34 -Russia? Moscow plays a role that cannot afford to pay. Russia has not
the money and we have seen that either with Turkey and Italy where
Moscow cannot invest one ruble to help. And with the current prices of gas
and oil Moscow has to struggle to fill the promises to its own People. From
a military point of view the same situation. On 30-10-2018 the 50.000 tons
floating docks in Murmansk, (Black Sea), that had to repair the carrier
Admiral Kuzneckov sunk. Then the Russian Navy has neither a carrier and
nor the money to repair it. Without a carrier the power projection in Syria is
almost impossible. In Syria on the ground according to an important progovernative Russian think tank the Russian Army has not tactical
supremacy without the Iranians and Hizbullah support. Moscow promised
to Israel a 80 km buffer-zone without Iranians and Hizbullah then a 8 Km
buffer-zone but we have seen the launch of a missile from the Golan
Heights then Russia has not power. Additionally thousand of professionals
13
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members of Chastnaya Voennaya Kompaniya ‘Vagner’, a.k.a., a Private
Security Force, are not a determinant fighting force, (according to many
sources not less than 600 are killed in action by the US forces). If we add
to this that President Putin has just a 33% of consent in Russia it is easy to
understand that Russia is a declining player in the region.
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3- The Landscape, (as it stands now ...),:
I- Russia
 Russia 1 politics in Syria : (see Israel 3, USA 1, Iran2)
Moscow has failed on pressuring Israel to rolling back its air strikes in Syria to legitimately
strike back against the Iranian and Hezbollah attacks as well as prevent them to build-up a
offensive structure of attack bases against Israel.
 Russia 2 politics in Syria, ( see Iran2) :
Moscow has failed to keep its word to contain the Iranians and the Hezbollah in a bufferzone of 80 Km away from the Israeli borders. Then failed also in a buffer-zone of 8 Km and
they strike against Israel. The "de-confliction" promoted by Moscow is a failure.
 Russia 3 politics in Syria:
Moscow supports Iran and Hezbollah and translated its new policy in Syria into action by
transferring four S-300 surface-to-air batteries to the Assad. Despite of that it is is safe to
assume that the Israel can overcome the S-300 systems through, (but not only), the use of
stealth F-35 aircraft specifically designed to penetrate and deal with advanced Russianmade air defenses.
 Russia 4 / capability in term of power projection:
The Russian capability on term of power projection is dramatically evanished on 30-102018. The 50.000 tons floating docks in Murmansk, (Black Sea), that had to repair the
carrier Admiral Kuzneckov sunk. Then the Russian Navy has neither a carrier and nor the
money to repair it. Without a carrier the power projection in Syria is almost impossible
 Russia 5 internal politics :
President Putin is trusted has only by 33% of Russians. This is his lowest point in 13 years
according to a poll conducted by the Russian Public Opinion Research Center. Adding to
this poor performance the trends of the price for oil and gas it is hard to believe that
Moscow can find the money to reverse its trend as declining player in the region
 Russia 6 international politics:
It is hard to forget 12 wars in a 700 years period as it was between Russia and Sweden.
Since 2014 Moscow has conducted nearly 20 exercises in northern Europe since 2014,
some of them simulated nuclear attacks. All but Denmark, (Nato member), are neutral
countries and Nato never menaced Russia since 2014. It is hard to believe that this
posture was, (and is),to respond to some kind of menace.
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To respond to this aggressive posture, (on average an exercise every 70 days), against
a neutral country Sweden has ended the demilitarized status of the strategic island of
Gotland in the Baltic Sea reestablishing a military elite unit of 150 troops there.
In May 2018 Stockholm distributed a booklet to every household in the country detailing
how to prepare for and resist a foreign invasion mentioning that:“The level of preparedness
for peacetime emergencies is an important basis of our resilience in the event of war”.
Then in June 2018 Sweden marked its national day by calling up 22,000 reservists for the
country’s largest national exercise since 1975.
Additionally Moscow has repeatedly been accused of interfering in Sweden’s political
arena.
The logic Swedish reaction is a growing debate on the necessity of joining NATO as a
preemptive move.
Moscow is interfering with this internal debate and the Sweden internal sovereignty
threatening military retaliation if Sweden takes measures in that direction. A meance that
Sweden has derided as “Nazi behavior”. This because Sweden is well aware that Nato can
contain any Russian menace and Russia does not want this to happen. But Sweden
deeply believe that a lesson should be learned from Tbilisi and Kiev and for Stockholm the
lesson is: they feared Moscow’s fury more than they should have and were too reluctant to
join NATO and ... .
The reason?
The Russian gas giant Gazprom holds a 51% share of the Nord Stream AG consortium,
which operates through the Baltic Sea.
The 1,200 km Nord Stream 2 project has drawn much criticism from Sweden who
considers it a security problem, as the pipeline creates a Russian naval presence in
Sweden’s economic zone.
The problem is that the Kremlin can use this for military intelligence as well as for a
preventive deployment of units.
On June 2018 Stockholm reluctantly granted a permit to Nord Stream 2 on the grounds
that “international law does not give the government the scope to reject Russia’s
application.” Then Russia will lay two pipelines through Sweden’s Baltic Sea waters,
notwithstanding the objections of Sweden advocating rerouting them onto land pipelines.
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Russia 7 leverage power:
The Ukrainian Orthodox Church is increasingly independent from Moscow.
This is beyond economics as well as Nato or Washington of the supposed NGO's
influence. This is a matter of leverage power.
The Millennial from Kiev to Tiblisi want to study in a western university and this is another
evidence of a deep lack of leverage power.
Russia 8 where is Russia? Or what is?: (see Iran 6)
In the XV the Portuguese and the Spanish went westward to conquer an ocean made by
water called the Atlantic Ocean
The Russian went eastward to went eastward to conquer an ocean made by land called
Siberia.
The Russians love Heartland like no one else then time to time have problems to identify
themselves as European or Asians or both. Normally this search of identity follows
geopolitical shifts to Russia’s disadvantage or advantage. For example:
- 1703 Saint Pietersburg then ... go west!
- in the XIX following the victory against Napoleon in Vienna they wanted their place in
Europe.
- but in the XIX following a disastrous defeat in the Crimean War (1853-56) against Britain
and France the Russian intelligentsia and leadership began to think over just how
European Russia really was
- in the XX following the dissolution of the Russian Empire in 1917 as well as the break-up
of the Soviet Union in 1991 the Russians reacted by looking with interest towards the east
- but in the XX following the victory against Hitler, (1945), they focused on the west.
It was simple impossible either in the XIX and in the XX to look eastward because the
Russian most developed regions were in the western part.
Today the Russians are (mainly) looking eastward because of China thinking to Siberia.
In the early '70's of the XX Moscow fought a war against Beijing and were forced, along
with China, to ask to Washington to mediate. It lasted 21 years to find a peace agreement.
On 2000 President Putin in a speech in Vladivostok was alarmed by the ethnic Chinese
invasion of the region and in the near future the Russians will lose their .ethnic
predominance in Siberia.
Then the relation China-Siberia is the strategic element when we are evaluating the
Russians’ quest for a position in Europe, Asia or Eurasia in the XXI. At least for now.
17
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Theoretically on Geoeconomic term today is a bonanza for Moscow because is plenty of
opportunities:
- technology: Russia can find sources in the west but also in Asia in China, Japan, South
Korea, Malaysia, Australia. Technology to empower Siberia
- markets: the bigger buyers of energy for Russia come from the east but also Europe is a
strategic market
- and from east the trade can drill the new Artic corridors
- and also the new residents for Siberia are coming from east, (China)
And on Geopolitical terms?
It is logic for Moscow to drill any available windows of opportunity inside the US-China
confrontation.
Unlucky for Russia Beijing and Washington do the same inside the Russia-China tensions
and the Russia-USA confrontations.
To ally with Beijing mean to solve problems about the control in Central Asia, in Siberia but
also in the Middle East where Beijing can gain more standing with nations against Iran.
To ally with Washington will mean to pay some price in Ukraine but, at the end of the day,
about this matter things are locally finding its own way,(see Russia 7), and Nato will be not
a problem because the alliance could include Sweden but will not move eastward
But at the end of the day on question: the Russian billionaires love the more to be in
downtown London, Paris, New York or in downtown Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong?
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II - Iran
Iran 1: the war using proxies: Gaza , (see Israel 1,2):
In Gaza we assist to the UN and Egyptian broad effort to re-build some unity among the
Palestinians in order to stabilize the ceasefire with Israel. Something that could expand the
terms of the truce. An effort that find some positive feedback inside either Hamas and
Fatha.
But Tehran' s strategy is to boycott this option in order to menace Israel to start a multifront war, (Gaza, Lebanon, Syria, Terrorism), affecting also the Israeli economy.
To achieve this Iran is using the following proxies:
The Palestinian Islamic Jihad, (PIJ, led by Ziad al-Nakhla : on October 2018 the Iranian
Quds Force from Damascus ordered to the PIJ to deliver an attack using dozens of rockets from
Gaza. Tehran cut off funding to PIJ in 2015 because it refused to support Iran’s involvement

in Yemen, but since 2016 is funding annually with $70 million.
Sabirreen, a Shiite terrorist group founded in 2012 and lead by Hisham Salem
And also Hamas is under some degree of Iranian influence after the February 2017
elections.. Ismail Haniyeh was elected as head of Hamas’s political bureau and Yahya
Sinwar as supreme political leader of Hamas in the Gaza Strip and commander of its
military wing and both are considered more Iran-friendly than the previous leadership.
Iran 2: the war using proxies: Syria, (see Israel 1,2): :
In Syria, (2017), Hezbollah, together with the IRGC, formed the Golan Liberation Brigade
in Syria, an umbrella organization of Shiite militias, (see Russia/2).
Iran 3: the war using proxies: Lebanon, (see Israel 1):
Hezbollah has won 2 wars against Israel or, at least, was not defeated, (2000, 2006). It is
a strong socio-political movement as well as an economic powerhouse in Lebanon and not
just a military structure. In southern Lebanon has built-up an impressive network of military
infrastructure, can easily receive support from Syria via the Bekaa Valley in Lebanon and
owns not less than 130.000 missiles able to reach Israel.
Iran 4: Teheran and the 32 forms of Expanded Warfare:
Iran is a loser for all of them but two.
The Asymmetric Warfare thanks to the Revolutionary Guards and the ballistic arsenal.
The Iranian economy does not exists. One thing is to fund a terror group one thing is to be
a credible economic competitor against Israel, Turkey, the UAE, Kuwait. Or to have an
economy able to fund a full-range war.
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The Iranian air force does not exist. From Ankara to Riyadh the air forces trained in the
Western Academies with Made in USA or UK or France jet fighter can annihilate the
Iranian air power.
Do we really believe that some hundred small ships with some small artillery and low-tech
missiles/ torpedoes maneuvered by the members of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards
Corp can create a not-access area for the VI and VII Fleets working together along with
the French, British and the local fleets using state of the art Made in France, USA, UK,
Germany military ships? Not at all.
About the capabilities in term of Asymmetric War we analyze in different parts of this
paper.
About the ballistic arsenal we analyze the option using weapons nuclear, bacteriological
and chemical weapons,(NBCW), and the option using a conventional warhead.
Using a ballistic NBCW Teheran can hit anywhere till Europe. At least theoretically.
Bavaria is protected either by the German army and by the French anti-missile brigade in
Bavaria. The Gulf States by the US umbrella and Israel by itself.
Additionally Iran can strike the whole Israel but no Jerusalem hosting the third most
important Islamic religious site.
The experiences we had either during the II WW and the III WW, (the Cold War), confirm
to us that to use a NBCW is a political and not an ideological choice and in any case never
a suicidal one.
During the II WW all the parties involved were plenty of chemical weapons, a sad heritage
of the I WW. But because all were well aware of the consequences using such weapons
no one used them. Neither the crazy and criminal Hitler with the V1 and the V2 to bomb
London nor the allied forces.
During the III WW the Mutual Assured Destruction was the deterrence and it has been
working.
Now we focus on the ballistic missiles with a conventional warhead.
Doing that we think to London during the II WW when Hitler used the V1 and V2.
He did not change the scenario using such weapons.
Teheran can hit Riyadh and then? The KSA Air Force, with the US help, can strike Iran
with a more lethal impact.
Teheran can hit Israel with 5, 10, 20 ballistic conventional missiles and then? Israel will
strike the Iranian ports in the Arab Gulf killing the Iranian economy. And with the economy
also the regime because the shortage of almost any product will create a revolution.
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Iran 5 the Muslims in India:
India with 180 million Muslim is the 4th largest Islamic country in the world and among
them around 20% are Shiite.
An asset in term of leverage power that Iran wants to drill using the Geoeconmic
agreement about the Indian funding of Iran’s Arabian Sea port of Chabahar, (The Indian
Corridor).
A "Trojan horse" that Teheran want to use to replace the KSA as energy supplier to India.
As well as to have some kind of influence inside the Indian Diaspora in Saudi Arabia.
Around 3 million Indians work in the KSA and among them also Shiite.
Iran 6 Russia:
In one sentence: well beyond Syria and for this reason for Moscow Iran is more important
than Israel.
Why? Central Asia:
 Iran works with the Taliban
 Iran- Russia partnership in the South Caucasus
 the energy-rich Caspian Sea In 2018, the Convention agreed upon by the Caspian
states clarified the right of all five involved countries, (Iran, Turkmenistan,
Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Russia). A solution was found to lay underwater
pipelines and cables. But these were the agreed terms,(to use underwater
pipelines), go against Russian and Iranian geopolitical interests allowing Central
Asian states (primarily Turkmenistan) to export their large gas resources to Europe
when both Iran and Russia want to do this themselves.
 the nascent north-south transit corridor between Iran and Russia, which passes
through Azerbaijan, (the Central Asian spin-off of the Iranian Corridor)
 for Teheran the growing military cooperation between Turkey, Georgia, and
Azerbaijan could pose a problem similar to that posed by the expansion of NATO,
primarily in Georgia
 it is hard (if not almost impossible) to see an Iranian role inside the NagornoKarabakh conflict, although that is less likely. This because Russia is the dominant
power in the conflict resolution process strongly opposing to any Iranian meddling
that might diminish Moscow’s role.
 in the region the Turkish economic and political influence still overshadows Iran’s
ambition and will conflict with Moscow
This is an important trend inside the trends affecting modern Eurasia.
Inside this trend we can see the Russo-Iranian cooperation in Syria that is not merely an
alliance of convenience.
It is something more: one element of a much broader cooperation that spans other the
geopolitical regions/ economy-worlds inside the Euro-asia's eastern corner that is
coherent with the Russian Geoperception of the world, (see Russia 8)
21
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III- Turkey
Turkey 1: international politics:
If you are enough big and powerful to make Turkey to pay a price for its antagonism then
President Erdogan will be pragmatic and will open a dialogue.
Iran, The KSA, Israel, Russia, (today not but it was on 2015), Syria are not.
The Usa, France, Germany, the UK and China are having this power. This is the key in
one blunt sentence.
Turkey 2 leverage power inside the Muslim world:
In India exists the 4h largest Islamic community in the world that is deeply intertwined with
a dynamic and rich worldwide Diaspora, (the diasporas are a form of Non State Actor).
An interesting Emotional Universe of Reference, (EUR), both on Geopolitical and on
Geoeconomic terms and President Erdogan is well aware on that.
President Erdogan has well understood that the war in Syria and Iraq is one of the wars
inside the IV World War. A war we face since 15-9-2008 that is a global civil war between
the Post Westphalia State Actors and the Non State Actors to create new forms of states.
The war inside the Greater Middle East meta-region - economy world is not at all to create
a new Caliphate but "just and only" based on blood.
On ethnic dimensions and that means political, and not religious, entities like Tribes and
Clan fighting each other. In a contest marked by the declining, if not the end, of the Arab
Sunni Century that demands a post Sykes-Picot / San Remo Conference with new
(federal) states for Druses, Kurds, Sunni, Alawites and many others.
And we must always keep in mind that if globally every 9 Sunni we have 1 Shiite in the
Near-Middle East the two groups from a demographic point of view are almost equivalent.
That makes easier to have alliances like, for example, that between the middle eastern
Iran and the Talibans in Afghanistan,( Central Asia) as well as in Syria where Sunnis are
fighting with Assad. But also in Iraq when the US generals Petreus and McCrystal used
the US Special Operation Forces as counterinsurgency-leverage to build up a coalition of
Sunnis and Shiites and they won. And on 2018 leading Sunni and Shiite Iraqi leaders
visited Israel, (see Israel 5).
Well aware about this dimension President Erdogan is the best player inside the Islamic
worldwide political landscape when on the table is the leverage power to reach and
conquest "heaths and minds".
Under this perspective we can read and understand his engagement about the
Khasshogi's Affair.
As well as his interest on the Indian Muslim Community.
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It is not just to unsuccessful try to close some schools linked to Gullen in India but to be
perceived like the new protector, (if not leader), for the Sunnis.
All over the Islamic world from Casablanca to Jakarta including the Diasporas anywhere in
the world.
His efforts in India are facilitate by Premier Modi that is perceived as a problem for the
Muslims in India.
And according to what we have told also Iran, (see Iran 5), and Saudi Arabia, (see KSA 2),
are interested on the Indian Muslims.
Turkey want to use the Indian Muslims against the Iran’s Arabian Sea port of Chabahar
financed by New Delhi, (The Indian Corridor).
This in order to weaken his main competitor for the role of Sunnis' Protector: the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia.
And logically also to influence the Muslims among the 3 million Indians the live in the
kingdom in order to generate some point of pressures against Riyadh.
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IV- Israel
Israel 1: to contain (?): (see Iran 1-2-3, Russia 1-3)
Is deterrence, (containment), either a decisive factor or a strategic goal in the conflicts with
Hamas and Hezbollah in Syria, Lebanon, Gaza?
Deterrence means large-scale military operations, mainly when referring to asymmetric
wars, able to convince the enemy that any resort to violence will exact a disproportionately
as well as lethal high price.
Problem 1: there is not an evidence that the correct benchmark in judging the
effectiveness of deterrence could be the length of the period of non-belligerency. This
because non-belligerency can be advantageous to the enemies. How ? They prefer to use
this period preparing for the next round. And the timing of this new round will be decided in
accordance with their own shifting interests.
Problem 2: here it is not about a deterrence against State Actors but against Not State
Actors acting like proxies. Then deterrence must be re-think targeting in a different way
their leaders, military commanders, strategic assets, and sources of social support. Doing
that while taking the necessary precautions to prevent an all-out confrontation with
Hezbollah or Hamas. This because of the dense civilian population in the Gaza Strip
and Lebanon and the high probability of heavy civilian casualties that either Hamas and
Hezbollah will use as civilian shield. Something against the Law of War, (Geneva 1977),
that is considered a crime of war.
Israel 2: the war between wars:
The " War between Wars" Israeli doctrine can be described like a multi-fronts war inside
the 32 forms of the Expanded Warfare. This approach is differentiating between Syria and
Lebanon, (see Iran1 ,2).
In Syria in one sentence: frequent laser focused intelligence-fueled air strikes that target
Iranian and Hezbollah military build-up sites, to target the Shiite's army of around
100.000 members and to destroy Iranian weapon transfers that use Syria as a transit
zone on their way to Lebanon. All avoiding civil causalities as well as any collateral
damage
In Lebanon in one sentence: the IDF employs a very different approach. Hezbollah enjoys
a monopoly of military and political power in the country. Supported by the Iranian Quds
Force. The Hezbollah-Iran axis has imported some 130,000 projectiles turning the country
into a rocket launching base aimed at Israel. In Lebanon Israel is deeply reluctant to
employ air power and prefers to rely on messaging and deterrence through speeches and
the media as well as using activities that are more discreet than air power. But the problem
with this approach is that remains unclear whether it will be effective the next time the
Iranian and Hezbollah try to set up precision missile factories on Lebanon.
One thing is sure. Israel can retaliate jeopardizing the Iranian economy. To strike the two
main Iranian ports in the Arab Gulf and the Shiite controlled Port of Basra in Iraq will mean
to dramatically reduce the Iranian import and export.
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This will create an huge social instability due to the reduced availability of products.
Something a lot more lethal for the Iranian leadership than to strike some nuclear facilities .
Israel 3: Russia in Syria:, (see Russia 1, USA 1, Iran 2)
Simply put: is Syria a Russian or an Iranian protectorate? Surely cannot be both.
Among others according to the Turkish Army and to the prestigious pro-governmental
Russian think tank RIAC Moscow badly needs both Iran and Hezbollah in Syria.
Additionally the new Syrian Army will be Iranianized and not Russianized and Assad is
well aware about the.
The Russian engagement, (late summer 2018),to keep at bay the Iranian and Hezbollah
forces at 80 and then 18 km away from the Golan is vanished.
But and again then Syria is an Iranian protectorate? It seems not so sure if we focus a bit
about what is going on in Lebanon.
In Lebanon Hezbollah and the Syrian regime, have become rivals. Hezbollah has ordered
to its political forces to deny the Syrian regime reentry into Lebanese politics and we must
keep in mind that Lebanon is the only country in the region where Iran dominates the
political scene with no credible opposition.
Hezbollah has dismissed any cooperation with pro-Syrian candidates in the formation of
the new government and for the first time in 30 years the pro-Damascus candidates are
not in the government.”
In this contest the return of Syrian influence to Lebanon could pose some potential threat
to Hezbollah’s hegemony over Lebanon, especially now that US sanctions against both
Iran and Hezbollah have begun to be effective.
At the end of the day Assad plays with both even if Iran is stronger than Russia in Lebanon
and Israel is not intimidate by the Russian.
Maybe it seems that it could be the opposite.
In one sentence: one thing is to deliver a S300 anti-aircraft battery to the Iranians, Syrians
and Hezbollah to try to hit an Israeli jet. Till today a useless weapon unable to stop the
Israeli air power. But it is a totally different thing is to send a Russian Mig or SU against an
Israeli F16 or F35 or to authorize a Syrian Mig against an Israeli jet ... .
Israel 4: The Eastern Mediterranean and Chad:
The Beersheba Trilateral Summit, (20-12-2018), with the US support steadily strengthen
the partnership between Israel, Cyprus and Greece.
This transforms Israel in a key player inside the Eastern Mediterranean and either Ankara
and Moscow cannot act against.
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From the energy sector to the Cyprus sovereign rights in its exclusive economic zone or
to the ObMr in the Med this trilateral agreement is an anchor of stability in the
Mediterranean.
After 47 years Chad and Israel have again full diplomatic relations.
Chad, an Muslim country, is a key player in the Sahel region. From the traffic of people to
the smuggle of narcotics as well as to control the terrorism and for securing the Libyan
southern flank.
The Chadian role inside the African multinational force in the Sahel, (in partnership with
the French forces in Niger), is an example and the partnership with Israel will be a
leverage of stability in the region.
Israel 5 Iraq:
According to an Israeli Foreign Ministry Arabic-language statement, (6-1-2019), a number
of delegations from Iraq composed by including influential Sunni and Shiite figures had
visited Israel in 2018.
The Iraqi reaction was negative. For example the Speaker of Parliament demanded an
investigative committee to find and punish officials who had come into contact with Israel.
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V - The USA
USA 1:(Strategic Pivot 2011) bye-bye Syria: (see Israel 3, Russia 1, Iran 2)
It is part of the US Strategic Pivot 2011, the US reposition in Asia.
Since 2015 the Usa do not need the Middle Eastern oil because Washington is a net
exporter of energy.
If Washington will confirm the withdraw we face 4 consequences:
- the hold of the Golan is a vital condition for the Israeli defense
- for Iran will be easier to build up The Iran-Med Corridor
- Turkey will re-start the Euphrates Shield Operation fighting the Kurds in Eastern Syria
- Russia will be more uncomfortable in Syrian political landscape where Teheran get
stronger
USA 2: bye-bye Afghanistan:
In Afghanistan you can write the word Taliban but you must read this word saying
Pakistan.
This is the key.
Islamabad is using the Talibans as proxies against India.
Pakistan is the only Muslim country with the nuclear bomb. A Sunni bomb that can be
used against a future Shiite bomb made by Teheran.
But Pakistan has one of the most performing intelligence service in the world and one of
the best army in the Greater Middle East.
Both can be support the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia against Iran and Riyadh can pay with
investments.
Additionally Pakistani troops can be deployed in Saudi Arabia without generate a negative
reaction because Sunni Muslims.
But despite its power the Talibans have also an agenda then the less US solider we have
the more unstable will be.
For everyone and for their money in the region from India to China including Pakistan.
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VI - China
China 1: Xingjiang
On 2017 to comment the Beijing's crackdown of the Turkic Muslims, (Uighurs), the
Indonesian VP Jusuf Kalla told that the government will not interfere in the internal affairs
of others.
Last December the Indonesian Ulema Council strongly condemned the same crackdown.
In Pakistan according to Mushahid Hussain, chairman of Pakistan’s Senate Foreign Affairs
Committee, the cardinal principle of Pakistan-China relations is to refrain from commenting
on anything to do with another other country’s domestic issues.
At the same time 200 businessman are protesting against the crackdown affecting their
wifes' families.
In Turkey the government is silent because Ankara needs the Chinese investments.
It seems that the in the USA the criticism is harder due to the boycott of Chinese products
made by factories linked to the camps where the Uigurs are prisoners.
The mounting criticism is creating perceptions affecting the Chinese commercial terms for
project finance and loans associated with the People’s Republic’s infrastructure-driven Belt
and Road Initiative are debt traps.
For example in an illustration of the risk, Kunaysh Sultanov, a member of the Kazakh
parliament and former deputy prime minister and ambassador to China, took issue with the
government’s attempt to balance its relations with China with its need to stand up for the
rights of Kazakhs.
China 2: Competition with the USA about the Obmr
The Trade Warfare between China and the Usa is one of the 32 forms of the Expanded
Warfare.
In Israel we can assist also to an episode of another form of warfare among the two
nations: the economic one.
Haifa, the port.
In July 2018, 180 acres of the Northern port in Haifa were transferred to Shanghai
International Port Group Co. (SIPG) for a 25-year period of management connecting Israel
to the One Belt Multi-roads, (ObMr), initiative.
Washington is concerned about this event since the beginning and on 7 January 2019
was a topic to talk about between US National Security Advisor John Bolton and Israeli PM
Benjamin Netanyahu.
This posture is creating (big) troubles in Beijing that is starting some lobbying in Israel in
order to obtain two strategic victories:
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Victory 1: to avoid to tensions between Washington and one of its most closed ally
Victory 2: and consequently to avoid a catastrophic domino effect.
Which one?
If the agreement between SIPG and Israel is canceled over security/strategic concerns
due to the pressure made by Washington it is more than sure that other countries will
begin to reexamine their ties with China.
In term of Geoperception this will affect the ObMr because if the western countries will not
collaborate it is not possible to implement the initiative or make it financially viable.
It seems incredible to heat that but, please, do not forget that since 3 years Beijing work
with a leading American consulting firm to lobby the Basel Convention to reduce the
standard to make bankable projects. This because China needs the money that the
western pension funds run.
Not mention about the internal banking problems in China.
The solution?
Since 2017 Chinese military think tanks are demanding to have the USA inside the ObMr.
And Haifa could be the 1st step.
China 3 Beijing needs the USA and the KSA to help in Pakistan: ,(see Pakistan 1)
In November 2018, the nationalist Baloch Liberation Army claimed responsibility for an
attack on the Chinese consulate in Karachi, the economic capital of Pakistan
Inside the Pakistan Security Report 2018 is noted that “to many in Pakistan, such
concerns were materialized with the arrest of Kulbushan Jadhav, an Indian spy in
Balochistan who had come through Iran. Ever since, Pakistani intelligence agencies have
been on extra-alert on its border with Iran.”
One thing is for sure: Beijing has problems to protect either the Chinese working inside the
ObMr and the investments inside the initiative.
The KSA is investing 16 billion US$ in Pakistan and also the UAE will invest this year.
This flow of money plus some other actions, (including the US support), will help to
stabilize Pakistan solving a lot of problems for Beijing.
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VII- The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, (KSA)
KSA 1:the budget deficit 2019:
On 2019 the KSA will spend 295 billion US$ and, (at the estimate level of prices), will gain
260 generating a deficit of 35 billion US$.
The 6th in the last 6 years even if is 32% lower of the estimated deficit for 2018.
Riyadh expects growth to hit 2.9% and the Kingdom will face the deficit either using the
state reserves and borrowing.
Along with Iran also the KSA has not room to fund additional wars and "adventures",(see
Pakistan 1).
KSA 2: Indian Muslim: ( see also Iran 5 , Turkey 2)
It is quoted that according to the Indian intelligence Saudi Arabian scholars are frequently
visiting India and Kerala is for them under a process of Arabification. The Indian professor
Al-Husaini Al-Nadwi is leading this process in India.
Why?
a) the KSA want to be the leader of the Sunnis and Turkey and Egypt, are interested on
win this role then to influence the 4th largest Muslim community in the world, (and its
Worldwide Diaspora), worth a lot in terms of Geoperception influencing both the
Geopolitics and the Geoeconomy
b) in the KSA are living 3 million Indians and to avoid that they can be influenced by
Ankara, the Cairo or Teheran is important
c) India is creating its own "silk road", (The Indian Corridor),with an port based in Iran in
the Arabic Gulf and Riyadh is aware that this leads to an Indian diversification in term of
energetic supplier that weaken the kingdom
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VIII - Pakistan
Pakistan 1 The KSA-UAE investments in Pakistan Vs. Iran-Pakistan:
It is all about:





The Iranian Corridor and its spin-offs, ( see USA 1, Iran 6)
The Indian Corridor, (see KSA 2, Iran 5, Turkey 2)
The Gulf Cooperation Council Vs. Iran and vice versa
The Pakistani and Indian role

This month Pakistani PM Imran Khan signs a memorandum of understanding with Saudi
Arabia on a framework for $10 billion in Saudi investment, primarily in oil refining,
petrochemicals, renewable energy, and mining.
The signing is to take place during a planned visit to Pakistan by Saudi Crown Prince
Muhammad bin Salman.
To this we must add also a 3 billion US$ in Pakistan' s central bank as balance of
payments support and a promise to defer up to $3 billion in payments for oil imports,
(October 2018).
16 billion UD$ are an huge engagement for the KSA running its 6 year of deficit, (see KSA
1), then the legitimate question is: why?
To be a leading player in the region to counterbalance Iran, (and Turkey).
The Saudi Foreign Direct Investments will be for:




a plan by Saudi national oil company Aramco to build a refinery in the Chinesebacked Baloch port of Gwadar which is close to Pakistan’s border with Iran and the
Indian-backed Iranian 486-hectare port of Chabahar and that means to contrast the
Indian Corridor connecting to the ObMr via Pakistan.
an investment in troubled Balochistan’s Reko Diq copper and gold mine engaging
the KSA in a Pakistani region where China has problems, ( see China 3)

Additionally the United Arab Emirates is expected to conclude similar agreements with
Pakistan in the coming weeks
For the KSA and the Gulf Cooperation Council Pakistan is the launching pad for an effort
by the kingdom and/or the US to destabilize Iran.
How?
By stirring unrest among its ethnic minorities, including the Baloch and this can also
include covert actions.
In November 2017 of a study by the Suadi government backed think-tank International
Institute for Iranian argued that Chabahar inside The Indian Corridor poses “a direct
threat to the Arab Gulf states” that calls for “immediate counter measures.”
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We must also remember that in this town the Iran’s Revolutionary Guards were the target
of a rare suicide bombing in December 2018 that killed two and wounded. Tehran blamed
the KSA and the USA but it is also thru that this attack can be related to the strong and
deep anti-regime sentiment boiling under the surface in provinces such as Sistan,
Balochistan , Khuzestan and the security vulnerabilities in Chabahar and beyond.
For Islamabad the KSA and UAE investment are a manna due to the desperately need of
financial support and investment.
An impressive flow of money that come at a moment when “Pakistan-Iran relations are at a
crossroads”.
The world changes fast ... four years ago Pakistan refused a Saudi request to join the
military intervention in Yemen. And today Iran sees Pakistan as a Saudi ally in the
kingdom’s rivalry with Teheran.
Additionally Pakistan fears that the port of Chabahar in Iran, (The Indian Corridor), will
allow India to bypass Pakistan in forging closer economic and political ties with Iran as well
as with Afghanistan and Central Asian nations, (see Usa 2, Iran 6). For example Pakistani
analysts expect an estimated $5 billion in Afghan trade to flow through Chabahar
channeled inside the Indian Corridor.
For Islamabad it is not only a Geoeconomic problem but also a Geopolitical one because
is further concerned that Iran could step up support for Baloch nationalists. This in
response to the Saudi funding that its sees as part of an anti-Iranian US-Saudi plot, in a
bid to raise the stakes for the South Asian nation.
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IX - The Jeopardized Collapsing Post- Abbas Palestinian Authority & Jordan:
Iran is acting against the UN and Egypt efforts, (see Iran1),to establish some kind of
agreement between Fatah and Hamas. Let's consider a scenario where the Palestinian
Authority (PA), will collapse.
The inevitable consequence will be a mass exodus that will be restrained either in Israel
and in Egypt then it will happen with a flow of Palestinians toward Jordan. Then Amman
has only 2 choices: either to allow this flow or to intervene inside the PA's territory. It is
more than plausible that both Jordan and Israel will opt for this intervention.
An intervention to face what?
Scenario 1: The PA' s civil war
Hamas is the stronger power in Gaza controlling de facto either the security and the
economy but it is not the only one as we have seen inside Iran 1. And its power is
extended also to Nablus in the Western Bank.
Fatah is the stronger power in the Western Bank but it is also a fragmented entity and
each leader has a military force on the ground, (Dahlan, Barghouti, Rajoub ...).
At the end of the day the level of hostility among these factions can be explained with a
sentence: they are more inclined to deal with Israeli than with each other.
Scenario 2: uncontrolled post Abbas succession
A sample example explains the problem: a PA's policeman controlling the traffic beaten up
by armed Hamas as well as Fatah followers.
Then the Palestinians will slow down their movements either inside the Area A and the
Area B as well between the two Areas because the safety of those belonging to rival
groups comes into doubt.
The consequence? It will be hard to supply food or medicines as well as to deliver any
basic municipal services and the living conditions will deteriorate sharply
Then it is only a matter of time and blood will split on the roads and before that this
happens who can afford will immediately leave to Jordan to sit out the crisis.
A dislocation that happens before a single shot is fired and let's figure out the nightmare
when the different armed groups will start to fight.
A dislocation to Jordan and there is a key element to magnify: the Refugees are
qualitatively different from these from Iraq and Syria because they are ... Jordanians.
Do you remember Lebanon? Do you remember that the Arab countries had and have
problems to accept the Palestinians inside their borders? This can be well understood if
we remember what happened in Jordan on September 1970 when King Hussein
legitimacy acted to preserve his power against the PLO attempt to overthrow him.
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The Refugees from the West Bank are persons with a life that is deeply intertwined with
Jordan. They are technically Jordanian citizens escaping what were Jordanian towns and
villages until June 1967, (we must remember that till the late summer of 1988 - when King
Hussein announced the disengagement from the West Bank - the world considered those
territories to be de facto occupied Jordanian ones).
Meantime the civil war inside the PA's territories between the different factions cannot lead
to a clear victory for any of them and the consequences of chaos in Gaza and inside the
West Bank will fall largely on Jordan.
What's next?
Israel: there is not a reason for Israel to get involved inside the Palestinian civil war.
Logically will be created a deployment to protect the Jewish communities inside the Area
C. And the IDF will be not involved in this civil war because every action will be labeled as
"invasion". But and at the same time Israel will support the Jordan' s intervention because
Amman is a serious and responsible stakeholder of the regional stability.
Jordan: at this point Amman must decide between passively and de facto indefinitely
hosting the hundreds of thousands of refugees escaping the civil war. Or actively
intervening to stop the civil war inside the PA' s territories and impede, reduce, the exodus.
It will be not an easy choice because King Abd Allah II will face powerful political forces
within Jordan that will oppose getting mixed up in West Bank trouble, (not mention about
reestablishing a political union with the West Bank Palestinians). The loyalist native tribes
of the East Bank fear that their privileged position in society and government will be
compromised facilitating the full integration of West Bank Jordanians into a united polity. A
united polity that will increase the power of the Palestinians minority in Jordan,(supported
by the USA since decades), that controls the not tribal economy.
At the same time a King Abd Allah II's intervention inside the civil war will face the PA's
resistance to be dissolved or sidelined by Amman’s assumption of responsibility for West
Bank Palestinians. In one sentence: the different fighting groups will not abandon
peacefully the power simply because they serially failed to function and/or improve the
lives of their People.
Given this, (the Jordanian intervention), into a medium term perspective we will have:
 The Areas A and B will begin their transformation into de facto Jordanian territory
 To be sure, this would not be the final shape of an accommodation between Israel
and Jordan
 But it is for sure that it would be a first step towards ending the persistent violence
afflicting the territories and the resulting chronic misery of their Palestinian residents
 Regional players, including the US, will provide substantial financial, diplomatic, and
military support for Jordan in its efforts to handle the crisis. Russia has neither the
economic nor the political/ military capital to tell/do something about, (see Russia 17). China can be interested for the ObMr.
 Iran will lose influence and its capability in term of power projection using proxies
will be affected
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 A final reduction in the tension between Jordan and Israel will be achieved. This
tension is a periodic scourge resulting from the confrontational approach of the PA
towards Israel. Israeli-Jordanian cooperation is crucial for the kingdom’s survival.
 From one side Amman cannot afford to yield the political affiliation, (if not loyalty), of
a substantial part of its citizenry to a government in Ramallah because the majority
of Jordan’s citizens self-identify as Palestinians. Then the logic as well as inevitable
consequence is a Palestinian polity. To start can be in the form an autonomous
region and then in the future can turn into a fully-fledged sovereign state. Surely it
will concretize a division in the kingdom’s makeup as well as a more stable region.

Israel, the USA, the KSA, the UAE. Kuwait, Turkey, Egypt, Qatar, France, Germany, UK,
the EU, China can do much to signal to Jordan their willingness to provide and protect the
bellow mentioned benefits.
This is the right moment and we can think about some evidences to confirm that:
Evidence 1: if the UNRWA schools and services will shutdown this certainly lead to an
explosion of protests by the poorest PA residents.
Evidence 2: a shortage of funds to pay the salaries of the PA’s civil employees would
quickly lead to a state of emergency and we are talking about one of Abbas’s core loyal
constituencies. The the one, (along with the security services) that holds the threadbare
PA together.
Evidence 3: and what about the members of Abbas’s six different security services?
If they are not paid the areas under the PA's control will be ungovernable and this happens
even under Abbas. Logically they will seek to support their families by working for
whomever pays their wages. For whom? Lacking regular employment, they are likely to
resort an independent collection of protection money from the hapless residents
everywhere inside the PA's territories or to work for foreign players funding proxies in order
to fuel the regional instability.
President Abbas is old, sick and politically weak.
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4 - The Scenario(s), (the reality is evolving ...),:
The world is interconnected and intertwined since almost 6.000 years. The Globalization
started inside the network made by the Mesopotamian megalopolis and the rest of the
world.
The world that they known and that know them. In one sentence: from the Baltic Sea to
India.
Today is the same "old things" run by Geostrategy composed by Geopolitics,
Geoeconomy, Geoperception.
And about we analyze inside this paper this means:
4.1 - The Eastward spin-off of the Iranian Corridor

(Source. The US Persian Gulf Command 1945)

The Iranian Corridor, (the former Persian Corridor), is de facto achieved inside its
eastward spin-off if we consider the partnership with Moscow.
It will linked to the former Northern Distribution Network and from the Iranian Chabahar
linked to The Indian Corridor will link the Indian Ocean with the Baltic Sea.
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The Indians run Iranian port connected to Riga, a port in the European Union from where
is easy to be connected with the European logistic network.
Logically this Corridor will be used not only by the Made in India and goods will flow from
all the South East Asia and even from Japan and Australia.
This will be possible thanks to the Indo-Pacific Corridor under the total control of the
Indian, Japanese, Australian and the US navies.
There Beijing has not influence and power in terms of area interdiction /denial.
And it is almost theoretical to imagine that China can block this flow of ships from the Tibet
using missiles and jets,(Zhang Wennu,2017).
The consequence is that also Beijing will find a way to be connected to this corridor.
The consequences are not nice for Beijing and to understand the Geostrategic
consequences we must focus on what Anoushiravan Ehteshami wrote, (2018).
From a Geopolitical perspective for Beijing the consequence is that is at its borderline.
The Chinese politics to avoid to get involved in the local situations it is a winner one till you
have to win contracts funded with your money.
But the other side of the coin magnifies a total different reality where this approach is a
loser one.
Beijing carefully avoids to be involved in the local problems and then is not able to be a
reliable partner able to protect the investments.
To achieve this protection means to have "boots on the soil": troops.
It must and can be a mix of enduring presence by the Army, the Chinese Private Security
Forces and the special commando /intelligence covert actions.
It is not a matter of green, (the money's color), but also of red,(= blood).
A confirm is in Pakistan where China needs not only 16 billion US$ supplied by Riyadh
and 3 billion US$ from the UAE.
It is to desperately needs the full range of covert actions the KSA and the USA along with
the Pakistani Intelligence and Army can deploy.
Counterinsurgency and here Beijing is weak.
This introduce to us the consequences in term of the Geoeconomic dimension.
If in Pakistan Beijing need the Saudi and US protectorate to build up Made in Mainland
China infrastructures that means that there is also a Geoeconomic price.
Which one?
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Answering to 3 questions will explain all.
Where do you invest? Where is more bankable an infrastructural project?
Where the landscape is safe.
If you have 2 alternative roads which one do you use?
The safer one and if China has neither the wish and the power to make the road sure
patrolling where do you go?
This introduce us to the Geopercetion.
At this point to implement its initiative,(The One Belt Multi-roads), China must change the
perception about its network if compared with the Network of Networks created by the:
Indo-Pacific Corridor (sea) + The Indian Corridor (port) + The Eastward Spin-off of the
Iranian Corridor / The Pakistan Corridor + The Northern Distribution Corridor

Then we will start to face a China that is perceived more like a strong regional power then
a global none able to replace the Usa and to set new rules.
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4.2 The westward spin-off of the Iranian Corridor: The Iranian Med Corridor
If we look westward the situation for Iran is not quite comfortable.
Here Russia and India cannot change the landscape.
China, as we have seen, does not want to be involved on the field.
Here the corridor is The Iranian-Med Corridor.

Iraq, Syria, Lebanon are the countries to cross.
In southern Iraq Teheran can control the landscape and the port of Basra because this
corner of the country is a Shiite one.
But to cross the Iraqi Sunni region will be not so comfortable even if the Iraqi Shiite will be
supported by the Iranian Revolutionary Guard and by Hezbollah.
In one sentence: it will be another military engagement like in Syria.
Something that either Teheran and the Hezbollah cannot afford to pay due to a lack of
financial and human resources.
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In Syria since years we have seen the state of the art S300 and S400 Russian anti-aircraft
batteries are defeated by the Made in USA Israeli jets, (F16 and F35).
The Russian air force will be never used to stop the Israeli one and if Moscow will try to do
it the Russians will be defeat. We remember that Russia has not the money to repair the
carrier Admiral Kuzencov blocked since October 2018 in the military port of
Murnamsk,(Crimea).And without a carrier the low Russian capability in term of power
projection now reaches 0. We must keep in mind that the Russians are in Syria because
no one stopped them. But if the Nato wants they cannot cross the bottle necks in the North
Sea as well as in the Eastern Mediterranean and the Russian air force cannot open a skycorridor to supply the military effort in Syria.
Then?
Here the game are still open and Iran can be contained.
How?
The Countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council can play a pivotal role.
Along with the USA, the UK, France, Germany, Israel and Turkey.
We can think to redraw the Sykes-Picot/ San Remo Conference maps.
It is to turn the perception about the war.
It is no to create a Caliphate.
It is not religious even if the religion plays a role in a region where Sunnis and Shiites are
demographically equivalent.
But it is about new states in a region where we have nations without states.
Nations like the Kurds, the Sunni in Syria and Iraq, the Alawhite, the Druse.
The most sophisticated analysis is that of Ofir Haivry that describe the end of the Sunni
Arab Century like a Post Sykes-Picot/ San Remo Conference order.
Inside this new structure the below mentioned nations will have a state.
And this state will be crossed by a Corridor able to contain Iran creating a surest
environment for the Arab Sunnis as well as for Israel.
A Corridor funded thru the One Belt Multi-roads initiative.
And the details will the argument of a new Pop-paper.
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